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Abstract. In this paper, we give exact and asymptotic approximations
for the variance of the
external path length in a symmetric Patricia tree. The problem was open up to now. We prove
that for the binary Patricia tree, the variance is asymptotically equal to 0.37. . . n + nP(iog,n)
where n is the number of stored records and P(X) is a periodic function with a very small
amplitude. This implies that the external pdth length is asymptoticalIy equal to n* log,n with
~r~b~bj~it.~one (i.e., almost surely). These results are next used to show that from the practical:
(average) viewpoint, the Patricia tree does not need to be restructures in order to keep it balanced.
In general, we ask to what extent simpler and more direct algorithms (for digital search trees)
can be expected in practice to match the performance of more comphcated, worst-case asymptotically better ones.
l

The optimization of the asymptotic worst-case performance ia a major aim in the
design of most algorithms. In this endeavor lots of insightful, elegant and clever
constructions have been made. Along these lines, however, the algorithmic design
has often to be targeted at coping efficiently with quite unrealistic, if not pathological,
inputs and the possibility is neglected that a simpler algorithm might
as well, or even better, in practice. A remedy to this situation is to
a&
algorithm from the (more natural) average corn lexity viewpoint. TXs w
this
can give a more realistic picture o
overall behavior of an aigorithm.
igital search trees (e.g.,
paper, we apply this strategy to stu
ask knowwell on the average these trees are balanced.
of the external path length in digital search trees is a
roperty of the trees.
’ A preliminary version of this paper appears in the irrc,nr&ds;gs L$ K/UP 81e3,
TLnmpere 1988.
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In 1979, Fagin et al. [2] proposed extendible hashing as a fast access method for
dynamic files. In the original version of this method, radix search trees (tries in
short) have been used to access digital keys (rtcords). In addition, another procedure
was used to balance the tree in order to achieve good worst-case performance. Do
we really need to balance the tree? efore WC answer fhis question, let us first
consider another, more eficient data structure, namely the Patricia tries for accessing
the keys. The Patricia trie was discovered by
n (see [I, 4, 9]), who
ly, one-way branching
suggested how to avoid an annoying flaw of regular t+s
on internal nodes. To recall, a regular trie is a data structure that uses the digital
properties
of keys. It consists of internal nodes and external nodes. The internal
nodes are used to branch a key (e.g., “go left”, if the next digit of a key is 0, and
“go right” if the next digit is l), while external nodes contain the minimal prefix
information of keys (records). In the Patricia trie, all one-way branches axe collapsed
on internal nodes, that is, ah unary branching nodes are eliminated (for more
detailed discussion, see [4, 9-J). As with regular tries, the Patricia must be accompanied by an additional procedure in order to balance it, and to achielre good
worst-case performance. This restructuring generally changes the entire tree and is
rather an expensive operation (compare also binary search trees and AVL trees).
Again, the question is whether we really need to balance the Patricia trie. We answer
that question from the average complexity viewpoint. Finally, we note that digital
search tries find many other applications in computer science and terecommunications such as partial match retrieval of multidimensional data, conflict resolution
a!gorithms for broadcast c munications [ 101, radix exchange sort, polynomial
factorization, simulation [4
lexicographical sorting [ 1j 141.
Two quantities of a digital trie are of special interest, depth of a Zeaf (search time)
dnd the externaZpath length. ‘Ike average depth of a Leaffor regular tries and Patricia
trie has been studied in [3, 6, 9, 11, 13], the variance in [6, 11, 131 and the higher
moments in [I11, 131. The average value of the external path length is closely related
to the average depth of a leaf, but not the variance. The first attempt to compute

the variance was reported in [6], however, it turned out that the variance of the
successful search time was timated, not the variance of the external path length.
This was rectified by Kirschenhofer et al. in rg], who obtained the correct value for
the variance in the symmetric regular tries. In this paper, we propose; how to evaluate
the appropriate variance for the Patricia trie, which was an open problem up to
now. We argue that the variance of the external path 1engl;h is responsible for a
good balance property of the Patricia tries. In addition, we note that the external
path length analysis finds dit ect important applications in such algorithms as
modified lexicographical sorting [ 141, conflict resolution algorithms for broadcast
communications [lo], etc.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we define our model,
establish general methodology to attack the problem and present our main results.
In particular, we show that
of the external path length for the bhnar;t
~y~~et~~~ Patricia trie is 0.
(log,n) where n is the number of records
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and P(x) is a periodic function with small amp!itude. This implies that the external
path length converges in probability and with probability 1 to n. log+ Finally,
Section 3 contains the proof of our main result.

2. Statement of the problem

ain results

Let T, be a family of Patricia tries built from n records with keys from random
bit streams. A key ccysists of OS and Is (binary case), and we assume that the
probability of appearance of 0 and 1 in a stre8r.r is equal to p and q = 1 -p,
respectively. The occurrence of these two elements in a bit stream is independent
of each other. This defines the so-called Bernoulli model.
Let Lp denote the external path length (random variable) in Tn, that is, the sum
of the iengths of all paths from the root to all external qodes. We are interested in
the average value and the variance of Lr. Let the probability generating function
of tg be denoted as !$(z j, that is, b.:(z) = Ez? Note that in the Bernoulli model
the n reco -ds are split randomly into the left subtree and the right subtree of the
root. If X denotes the number of keys in the left subtree, then X is ernoulli
distributed with parameters n and y. Then, for X = k, the following holds:
LP
n

=

[n-!-L[+ir_k,
1 CL

for k#O,n
for k=O,k=n

(2-l)

where L[, LL_k represent the external path length in the left and right subtrees.
Note, that if either left or right subtree is degenerate (i.e., k = 0 or k = a) then in
the Patricia an appropriate internal node is “skipped”. Using (2.1) we immediately
prove, after some elementary algebra:
Lemma 23.
rence:

me probability generating function L:(z)

l)LL(z)(pn

the .following recur-

(2.2a)

L;(z) = L;(z) = E,

-(z”-

satisjes

+ q”),

n 3 2.

(2.2b)

‘Ihe appropriate recurrence for the generating function, L:(z), of the external
path length, Lz, in a family of regular (radix search) tries is given by (2.2) except
that the last term in (2.2b) is dropped (see [S]). This reflects the fact that in regular
tries empty subtrees are allowed (one-way branching nodes). I[n other words, the
J T - n + L,T+ LT_k for all
equivaknt recurrence to .:A) in regular tries is simp!y _+
k=O, 1,...,81.

l? Kirschei;hofer, PI. -“rotlinger, W. Szpankowski
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Let now lR= EL, and L,P = EL,P(Lf - I), that is, I,” is the average value of tire
external path length in
Note that !,’ = L;l(l> an
thz second derivative of Lr( z) zt : = 1. Si
bf: and Lf satisfy the following recurrences:

lop==
rf=o,
(2.3)

r,‘= n( 1 -p”

p”qn-k(l;+

1,9-k),

912 2

k=O

and

(2.4)

Knowing

1,’ and EC, one immediately

obtains the variance of LI, as

var L,P= IF: + l,”- (if)“.
The recurrence
and w,’ as
P

210

(2.5)

(2.4) is a linear one. Hence, let us define t’lrree quantities

=vi

P

ug

p=o,
pkqnmk(
vf+vr_k),

uo =u,

v,’,

n a 2,

p=o,
(23

nl,P(l-pn-9n~+kIio

pkqnwk(u~+ur_k), n a22,

(2.8)

n

w,p=c

pkqn-kl;l;_k+

pkqnvk(wr+ wfl)__k):,
n 22.

k=O

LJ=2u,p

-v,“+2w,p.

(2.9)

e note here that regular tries are analyzed in a si liar mahncr [8]. The average
satisfies a recurrence like (2.3), except that the first term, i.e.,
one drops the factor (1 -p” - 4”) in (iantities for the regular tries, i.e., E,“, VT,

of regular tries and Patricia tries.

e explore this fact in the derivation of our

am
result.
kmorder to find a uniform approac to solve the recusrences (2.3)-(2.ej, we note
are of the same type and they di
ive term. Let, in general, the additive term be de
Q, is any sequence of numbers. % , the pattern for recurrent
x,=x,

= 0,

(2.10)
n-k(xk +x,-k),

X” = a, +

133 a,.

TQ solve (2.10), we define a sequence & (binomial inverse relations [S, 151) as

IVote that the exponential generating functions of a^,,and a,, are related by ft( - z) =
A(z) e-‘. Using this, in [I I], the following lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.2. (i) irCzerecurrence (2.lOj lpossesses the fobCowing solution:
(2.12)
(ii) The rnve:se relative Z,, of x, satisfies
&I-na,-a,
9” = I-r”__q”

T

(2.13)

n2 2.

Finally, to find asymptotic approximation for xt,, we apply a general approach
proposed either in [3] (Rice’s method) or in [II?] (Mellin like approach, see also
[S]). Namely, we consider an alternating sum of the form Ci=, (4)” (i)f( k j where
f(k) is any sequence. This sum appears in Lemma 2.2.
ma 2.3 (Rice’s method, see [3, 61). Let C be a cwue surromding
2,3,

...)

n, and f(z)

uation off(k)

be an analytical co

F
PC

wit
[n;zl=~j

p-T)“%!
-.
a . Q(Z--n)

[n; z]f(a>dz

insi

the pints

en

(2.14)
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The formula is a direct consequence of Cauchy’s residue theorem [S]. For
details, see [3]. KI
Prcp~f.

An alternative approach to estimate the asymptotics for the alternating sum S,
is proposed in [12]. It is proved there that
1” -3/2+im

1

s,=zpi1

I-(z)f(-z)n”

dz

-3/2-Ian

1 f -3/2+iW
=27Fi -3/2-ioo

1

where

n’=r(n-t

l?(n+

m +1,z)f(-d

l)/r(n+l+z),
1, z) =

and
f2!

z(z+l)e

l

*(z+n)’

and r(z) is the gamma function [l]. Equivalently,
n-‘[ 1+ zQ( n-‘)I, then (2.15a) can be simplified to

sl =-l
27G
where

(2.1 Ja)

dZ9

if one notices that n” =

-3/2+ioO

I

I iz)f(-z)n-”

dz+e,,

(2.15b)

-3/2-i0c,

en =O(n-‘)

ts(z)f(-$I-’

dz9

that is, e, = o(n). Formulas (2.15) resemble the Mellin like approach discussed in
[9], and first proposed by De Bruijn.
To apply Lemma 2.3 for asymptotic analysis, we change C to a larger curve
around which the integral is small, and take into account residues at poles in the
larger enclosed area. To apply formula (2.15), we find residues right to the line
( -f - ic0, -$+im). Hence, by the residue theorem and Lemma 2.3

00
=

C
k=-oo

res{r(zk)f(-zk)n-z~}+e,+O(n-M)

(2.16)

for any 1M> 0 and the sums are taken over all singularities, zk, k = 0, f 19 . . - 9 of
the functions under the integrals (2.14) and (2.15) in the appropriate regions,
respectively. By (2.16), the asymptotics of the alternating sum of type (2.12) (Lemma
2.2) is reduced to compute the residues of the functions under the integrals, which
is usually an easy task. In [8] we have mainly used a Mellin-like approach to prove
our results for the regular (radix) tries. Therefore, in this paper, we exclusively
adopt Rice’s approach.
In this paper, we concentrate on the analysis of binary symmetric Patricia tries,
that is, p = 4 = 0.5. Note, however, that using our gene:?! approach (i-e., Lemmas
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2.2 and 2.3), we can produce exact solutions to an asymmetric Vary Patricia tries.
In the following analysis, we shall extensively use the appropriate results obtained
by the authors in [8] for the binary symmetric radix search tries. We summarize
these results in the next therorem.
Theorem 2.4. For binary symmetric radix tries the following holds:
(i) (Knuth [9]). 7%e exact value of the average of the external path length, 1,‘) is
(2.17a)
and the inverse, r^,7of 1,’ is given by
AT
1”
=

1_;,_”

¶

(2.17b)

nz2

For large n the following also holds:
l,‘= n log,n + n f+$+

S(log,n)

I

-$L+ S,(log,n)

(2.18)

where L= log 2 (log means natural logarithm), y = 0.577. . . is the Euler constant,
6(x) and S,(x) are periodic functions with small amplitude and mean zero.
(ii) (Kirschenho fer et al. Es]). For large n the variance, var LT of the external path
length is equal to

var L,T= n[A+ P,(log,n)] + O(log*n)

(2.19)

1 2
L*+i(Y+“)+?

(2.20)

where

1

A=l+--- 2~
a

(.-p

P= k=l
c k(2k-l)’

(2.21a)

V,=

k
-- 4?T2 O”
c
T - log32 k=l sinh(2kn*/log

2)

(2.21b)

and P,(x) is a continuous periodic function with period 1 and very small amplitude
and mean zero (the contribution from r is also veq* SSI/R~Q.

Using this result, we prove in Section 3 our main result of this paper.
Thesrean 2.5. For binary symmetric Patricia tries, the following holds:
(i) The exact solution for the average of the external path length i.l;

(2.22a)

l? Kirschenhofer, H. Prodinger, W. Szpmkowski
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and
n2*-”
AP
1,
= 1_2,_“=21Sni~,

na2.

(2.22b)

(ii) The variance vm Lr of the external path length is
var Lc = var Lz - n[A, + P(log,n)]+O(log*n)
= nA+n* P(log,n)+O(log*n)

(2.23a)

where
11
A, =z-2

1 1
A=l+----~70.37...
L L2

-;(u+e)=3.9785,

(2.23b)

with v and r defined in (2.21a,b), and
8

f

(-l)j--Qj

=

j=*

j(2j-1)

j

I

=3-log2-2v-&&.
[2(2”-‘-1)-1

(2.24)

Numerical evaluation reveals that var Lz = 4.37 . . . n + nPI(log2n) and var Lr =
0.37..: n + nP(log*n).
Before we proceed to the proof of the theorem, we first offer some remarks and
extension of the main result.
l

mark 2.6 (Extension to Vary Patricia tries). Using our general approach (Lemmas
2.2 and 2.3), we are able to present exact solutions to the variance of the external
path length in the V-ary asymmetric case (see [S, 9, 131 for definitions). Unfortunately, the asymptotic analysis cannot be easily extended to the asymmetric case,
since we are not able to find an analytical continuation of the solution of wkp(see
[8] for more detailed comments). Nevertheless, the asymptotics of var Lff in the
symmetric Vary case is easy to obtain from our analysis.
mark 2.9 ( The couariance analysis). The proposition and the results from [6, 131,
where the variance of the depth of a leaf in the Patricia was established, provide
asymptotics for the covariance between two different depths of leaf in the Patricia.
Let Dn be a depth of a (randomly selected) leaf and let D’,i’ be a path from the
root to the ith external node. Note that the external path length LL in defined in
‘,i’as L,P=Cy=, ‘,“. Then

and this implies
var L,P = ~1var QI i-2 1 cov(D(,i), D’,i’}.
i#j

(2.25)
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The variance of the depth var
for symmetric Patricia was analyzed in [6], and
for asymmetric Patricia in [I3]. In particular, it was proved that for the binary
symmetric Patricia var Dn = 1.000. . . . IJsing our main result and (2.25) we find
2 s cov{ Dl:“, D’,“} = -0.63.

..

l

n.

(2.26)

This also implies, in the symmetric case, that cov(Di’, D’,j’} - -0.63. . ./n. Note
that the equivalent quantity for regular tries is approximately equal to +0.84. . ./ n [S].
w well

is

tricia balanced ?). The Patricia is a very well-balanced

tree. The random shape of the Patricia is on average very close to a complete binary
tree which is the ultimately balanced tree. Therefore, any tree with good balance
property should have average depth (external path length) equal to log,n +0( 1)
(n log,n i- 0( n )), and small variance. Proposition 2.5 implies that the average depth
is equal to log,n +0(l), as needed. In addition, we nete that by Remark 2.7 any
two depths of leaf, say 0:’ and D’,“, are negatively correlated. This means, that
0:’ > EDn and Dy’ C ED, tend to occur together and D’,i’< ED, and 94’ > ED,
also tend to occur together. Thus, for negatively correlated random variables 0:’
and D(j) if one is large, the other is likely to be small. This indicates a good balance
propeiy’for the Patricia. Note, that in the regular tries cov{ D’,i’,Dl;“} m 0.84/ n > 0
and D’,i’ and Dy’ in that case are positively correlated. This means that if D’,i’ is
large, the Dji” is also likely to be large.
The second reason for the well-balanced feature of the Patricia follows from
Chebyshev’s inequality and Proposition 2.5. It is known that for a random variable
s var X/E*, hence the smaller the variance is, the more balanced
X,Pr{lX-EXI>&}
X is. In our case Pr{(L,P- /,‘I > 6~) s 0.37/& In addition, it seems to us that the
external path length is a better measure of the balance property of a tree than the
depth of a leaf. To “prove” our claim, consider a three-node Patricia tree. Two
possible shapes may occur as shown in Fig. I. Both possible trees are ultimately
well balanced, since they represent different complete binary trees. Note, however,
that the variance of the depth of (randomly) chosen leaf is positive while the variance
of the external path length is equal to zero. This heuristic can be extended to more
then three-node trees and this suggests that the variance of the external path length
can be treated as a measure of how well a tree is balanced.

Fig.

I.
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2.9 ( 7he path length Lf contyerges almost surely to EL: !). Applying our
theorem and proposition it is not difficult to prove that LL/ELc (as well as LT/ EL:)
tends to 1 almost sureZy (i.e., with probability I) as n -\ 00. Indeed, by Chebyshev’s
Remarlk

inequality one obtains

But, by (2.22a) and (2.23a)
(2.27)

Therefore, (2.27) implies that LF/ E Lr + 1 in probability as n + 00 [ 165. To prove a
stronger result, namely, that Lr,lELr + 1 with probability 1 (i.e., almost surely), we
apply (2.27) and the Borel-C:ntelli Jenima [16]. Note that (2.27) implies

cpu ’ I
CD

r

I7 = 1

LL

--1

FL,P

>

,-E

0.37...
SE2

co
c
n=l

1
<a,
n logzn

(2.28)

“3, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma Lz - EL: - n log2n with probability 1. These results
confirm our hypothesis that the Patricia is a very-balanced tree.

3. The analysis
Sn this section, we prove Theorem 2.5 for symmetric binary Patricia tries (i.e.,
the derivations, we shah use extensively our previous results
from the binary symmetric regular tries (see Theorem 2.4), that is, we represent all
quantities for the Patricia in terms of equivalent quantities for the regular tries.
Let us start with the average of the external path length, I,“, which is given by
(2.3). This equation falls into oar general recurrence (2.10) with the additive term
(symmetric case). Hence, by (2.12) we need iin which is ci, =
% = n(I -2’-9
&I + n2’-“, where &I is the Kronecker delta (see [15-J).Then, by Lemma 2.2

p =Ly A Q.;j. T,
p .J stm,slify

and

i,‘=

k21-k
14-k

(3.la,b)
l

Comparing (3.1) with (2.17) one immediately sees that
I,P-=I:-n+S,,,

~~=2’9~,

n>2

(3.2a,b)

which proves part (i) of Theorem 2.5.
The variance, var Lc, of the external path length is given by
var L,P= lY,c+l,‘-(1,‘)’
where Er

is shown in (2.4). Hence, using (3.2) and (2.18) one proves

var L,
rp=i;,‘+1,‘-(~,7)2-n+2nl~‘-n2

=E:+l;-(l;)‘+

2n2

log n+ 2n2y
--n(B+L-1)+P(log2n)
L

L

(3.3)

where L = log 2.
e shall show that
- ET+ g(n) for some g(n), hence we
represent the variance of the Patricia in terms of the variance of the regular tries
var L,T= E,T+l;-(l;)*.
We focus now on the computation of zr given by (2.4), that is, Lr = 2~: - v,‘+ 2 w,”
(see (2.9)) where the appropriate components, ur, vz and w,’ are obtained in
recurrences (2.6)-(2.8). Let us first consider vr, that is,

V;=

(3.4)

n 22.

n(n+l)(l-2’-“)+2’-”

The equivalent quantity, vz, for regular tries satisfies (3.4) with the adaptive term
replaced b!y a,, = n(n+ 1). We can write
v,p= VT--z,,

(3Sa)

where
7*n =n(n+1)2’-“+2’-”

i

n

k=O

zk,

(3.S)

nap

0 k

and zo=zl= 0. Note that (3Sb) falls into our general recurrence (2.10) with a, =
n(n + 1)2l-“, hence & = 4(,“)2-” -4n2-” [15], and by Lemma 2.2
-4k2-k+2k
1_2l-k

(3.6)

-*

We need asymptotics for !a.@, and Lemma 2.3 can be applied. Before we deal with
(3.6) we first present one more general result from [ 111. Let for some rea! c and
integer r
T,,,(c) = i: (-Qk

(3.7)

k=L

Then in [ll], using Lemma 2.3, we have proved after some simple algebra, the
following asymptotic approximation for T,,J c).
emma 3.1. For any r, c and large n, the following holds:
nc logznc + ;-+)+;+(-I).

r=o, 1,

(

(3.8)

g,,,(c) =
I.32

(-l)lnc
where P,(x) is given by

(x)=i _i T(r+2zik/L)
k ---00
k#O

ex

D Kit&en
a.
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and T(z) is the gamma function [5]. Trhefuncfion
(x) is periodic with very small
amplitude and can be safely ignored in most practical cases.
Using Lemma 3.1 we immediately
2, =

n

obtain

+ n6,(log2n) +O( 1)

(

(3.310)

where 6,(x) is a linear combination of P2( x) and P,(x). Therefore,
P
12,
-n(L-‘+2)-n8,(logzn)+@(I).
=vlf
Now we turn to a relationship
and

between

we finally find
(3.11)

zs,’ and UT, where uz = UT = u: = up = 0

(3.12a)
u,T= 4-f
Therefore,

UkT, n Z .”.D

2’-”

the following

(3.1.2b)

holds:
(3.13)

uf:=l&x*-y*
where
= nlT2’-” + 2’-”

xn

yn =

n2(l -2’-“)+2’-”

(3.14a)

xk,

i
k=o

0n yk

(3.14b)

k/

with zerir hitid conditions. The recurrence (3.14b) on y, is easy to analyze noting
that it falls into (2.10) with a, = 2(5’)+ n -22-n(;) - n2l-” and hence a^, = 25n2 - 6n1(;)22-n + n2’-“. We have used here the result from Knuth [9] which says

;)cn
* 8.=($-c)‘(l-c)“-‘.
mas 2.2 and 3.1, we immediately
Yll
Iq2n+-----k

.l’n

2

L+

(3.15)

obtain

* ~2Uog24

e

(3.16)

ore difi*xlt. We need the inverse relation to a,” = nlT2’-“.
foil0 ,ng identities proved in [8,13]:
AT

(3.17a,b)

an
k=O

FOP,by (2.

ate a*T=iT=O,
T
.QZ

6:=8

an
(3.18)
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hence, by (3.17b)
(3.19)
and by Lemma 2.2
x,, =8

i

(-l)k

k=2

(3.20)
The asymptotics
3.1, and

for the first term of (3.20), say x,,~, readily follow from Lemma

4n
.
&I*1 =~+4n~3(log2n)+0(1).

(3.21)

We need asymptotics for the second term of (3.20), say x,,~ and we apply Rice’s
method from Lemma 2.3 (see (2.14)). Note first, that after some simple algebraic
manipulations
xn,2 can be represented as
=(n+l)

%+I,2

i

(-1)”

k=2

The appropriate

analytical

continuation

of the function

in (3.22) is
(3.23)

since the series in (3.23) is convergent. To apply Rice’s method and (2.16), we need
residues of f(z) and [n ; z] (see (2.14)) at the poles of f(a) (roots of 2’ - I= 0), that
is,
xk

2nik
L

=@k-l=-

The main contribution
Taylor expansions:

(3.24)
l

to the asymptotics

[n;z]= -z-‘+0(l),

comes from x0 = 0. Using the following

(2=-l)jQ)=z

(3.25a,b)

where
j

8= z (-I)‘_‘2’
j=2

j(2-j-1)

one immediately

(3.26)

proves
n@

x n.2 =

[ 2(2j-l-lj-1

-y+

r&(10

(3.27a)
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where

k

_

-00
k#O

j=2

So, finally by (3.219, (3.22) and (3.279, we
x, = n y+

n[46~(log,n) + &(log2n)] +-

and by (3.139, (3.16) and the above

u,p=u,T-2n2-

n log,n - n(“r_“-ij

-n~(log2n)+0(1)

where U(X) is a linear combination of S,(x), &(x) and S,(x). Finally, the formula
on 8 can be simplified a little. Noting that
2-’

--p-12+ 2.P*-1)
2
Y

(2L1@-*-1)=
one obtains

=1-2Y-(log2-1)-(~-1)=3-log2-2P--/,&

(3.28)

where v and p are defined in (2.21a).
The most intricate analysis is required for w,’ which is given by the following
recurrence
n

wnp=2-” c
k=O

n\Ik In-/( -i*2’-”
P P

k/

wkp, na2.

(3.29)

We appeal again to our analysis of regular tries. The appropriate recurrence for PY,’
replaces r,” and rc_, with I[ and IT
++. The inverse relation to the additive term 2,’
in (3.29) can be computed as (we use here (2.22b))
G,P = 22-n.

n

2-n

c

k=o

In [8] we have proved that for regular tries
AT la@-l)
Q1,=
2

--

1
1

2n-2-l

9

n33

I

(3.30b)
ence, after some algebra
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We need to estimate the second ter
algebra, we prove

l

IS

which we denote as B,. After some

(Ml),

k
k=2

(3.32)
Therefore, Rice’s method (Lemma 2.3) can be applied with the analytical continuation function f(z) as below

f( z ) = 2z-12 -1 [ 1 -2’-2+ 2’-‘-1
1

off(

The poles

-ii
jz2

(3.33)

('J')&].

2) are at
2wik
E ’

~k=d+xk=1+--

k=o,d,...

.

As before, the main contribution comes from o. = l_ We use the following Taylor’s
expansions with u = z - 1 [6]:

1

1

1

5

(~‘-1_1)2=~-~+~+o(u~’

CD

z-1
j

1
-=~*u+o(u2)
2j-1

4 >

j=l

where
Al = H,-, - 1,

A2= 1 - Hn+ +;H2,_, +;rr’,‘l,

and p is defined in (2.21a), while H,,, Hk2’ are harmonic numbers of the first and
second order [9]. Multiplying [n ; z] and f(z), and identifying the coefficient at M-’
(residue value), one proves, after tedious algebra,
2
4

=slog2n+2

1

y-2

L

C

+0(1ogZnj
where
p, =fy2-t-&f2 -qLy-pL-$L20

2

dlog

n+$p,

-2

log2n

(3.34)
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From [$I we know that the appropriate asymptotics for w: is

-- n2
L

3L+3

(

y -y

7

logn+$

L +;-p2+

LY
>

(

+ O(log*n)

(3.35)

where
p2=$L2-$Ly-

Lp+fy2+&m2.

Hence, by (3.31) and the above, we finally obtain
W;=

wi+(w,’ -B,*)=
+flog

n+n

w+og

(

n+$*-&)

1

-+V+r-2
4L L L

(3.34)

+0(log2n).
>

Now we are ready to put all the results together and prove our theorem. Note
that LT=2uz- v~+2w~, so
2n2
'P
Ln=~~-~logn-n

9

--3----

( 2L

2~

L

28

L

)

+O(log’n)

(3.37)

and by (3.3)
var LL = var L,T - n[Al f P(log n)] + 0(log2n)
with A, given by (2.23b). Finally using (3.28) we obtain the constant A in (2.23b),
which completes the proof of our theorem.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we investigated asymptotics of the external path length in the Patricia
tree. In particular, we concentrated on the variance of the external path length, and
proved that the variance is asymptotically equal to 0.37 y . . n + P(log n). This result
was used to prove that the external path length L, is almost surely (with probability
1) equal to EL,P- n Pog2n, hence we concluded that the Patricia is a very wellbalanced tree, and in most practical situations it does not need to be additionally
rebalanced.
Finally, the reader may wonder why we have used rhe results from regular tries
to prove the approprnate result for the Patricia. Hsit not simpler to focus only on
Pqtricia, and, since we have our general lemmas (Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3), to derive
din~tly the variance for the Patricia? Htis, of course, possible. owever, we had to
l
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cope with the following problem. When deriving the results directly for the Patricia,
we would obtain

where A is the coefficient obtained in Proposition 2.5, while B is a mctuating
function. We have used in [8], the &kind ~-function
to prove that
also [7]). To avoid this problem in the above derivation, we have chosen another,
simpler approach in this paper.
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